MaxMedical Shield

Planning to send your child to study abroad?
A Unique Product for Your Peace of Mind

Contact us to know more.
www.maxmedical.ae

Why take MaxMedical Shield?

 Low premium payment

 Increase your savings on healthcare

 Flexible activation period

Who can apply?
Any legal resident of UAE with current medical health insurance plan

www.maxmedical.ae

How does it work?
Securing the education and health of your child has the same level of
importance. This is why most parents send their children abroad to get the
best education. But depending on your country of preference, having a
comprehensive medical insurance in place may be an advantage for your
child and will save you a lot of money due to the high cost of health care
in some countries.
MaxMedical Shield is a dormant plan giving you security that a follow-up
cover is guaranteed regardless of the actual medical condition at the time
of activation to full cover.
Risk
Loading
30%

Hospitalization
20%

Without MaxMedical Shield, a new insurance
plan at age 18 will be priced at a higher
premium due to injury from an accident,
pre-existing and chronic conditions that require
continuous medications or your application
may even be denied.

Asthma
10%

Active phase at age 18 will have no additional
risk loading with MaxMedical Shield
0%
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What is medical underwriting?
It is the evaluation of the health information based on the medical declaration of an
applicant to determine the individual risk which will be the basis of the premium for
insurance cover.

www.maxmedical.ae

Age

Your future health is uncertain and
its protection is unpredictably risky.

Eliminate
this risk with
MaxMedical Shield.

Contact details

Dubai Insurance Head Office
Al Riqqa Road, Deira
P.O. Box 3027, Dubai

Get in touch with us
From 08:00 to 17:00
(Sunday - Thursday except public holidays)

maxmedical@dubins.ae

+971 4 269 3030
Extns. 203/238

MaxMedical Shield is designed by BDAE Expat Consultancy DMCC, guaranteed by Dubai Insurance Company PSC
and insured by Swiss Life Prévoyance Et Santé.

www.maxmedical.ae
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